1) The International Common Standards for Gendai Reiki Masters (hereinafter the Common Standards) have been set to maintain good morals, dignity, and ethics set forth by Gendai Reiki Healing Association represented by Hiroshi Doi.

2) All Gendai Reiki Masters must abide by the regulations listed below.

1) The Gendai Reiki Official Manuals

   ① “Gendai Reiki Essentials” were published in 2000 as the global standard manuals. In April 2012, the Gendai Reiki Official Manuals (hereinafter the Official Manuals) were published after a number of revisions, therefore, all the older manuals have been discontinued. Gendai Reiki Masters must use the latest Official Manuals listed on the Gendai Reiki Healing Association official website. The latest manuals include more concrete, thorough information for beginners to understand Gendai Reiki completely.

   ② The Masters who are using the older manuals must switch to the latest Official Manuals immediately. As of April 1, 2019, the seminars taught with the older manuals are not considered authentic; therefore, the certificates issued from such seminars are not valid. The masters who continue using the older manuals must not use the name “Gendai Reiki Ho”, “Gendai Reiki”, “現代霊気”，“現代霊気法”，“現代レイキ”，and ”現代レイキ法”.

   ③ The latest Official Manuals are currently available in Japanese, English, and Spanish.

   ④ Gendai Reiki Masters may purchase the Official Manuals from the Gendai Reiki Healing Association or a designated distribution center in or near your country. The masters must submit their Gendai Reiki master certificates, written lineage, and signed promissory letters.

   ⑤ The Official Manuals must be used only at the seminars. The official Manuals must not be given, shown, and/or disclose publicly.

   ⑥ Do not add on, change, and/or remove anything from the Official Manuals in any way. Making a photocopy of the Official Manuals is strictly prohibited.

   ⑦ The Introduction and Level I build an important foundation for beginners to learn Gendai Reiki Ho. They must be purchased and taught together for better understanding of Gendai Reiki Ho.

   ⑧ The contents of the Official Manuals are the same in all languages, and the coat of arms of Japan is printed on the cover as authenticity.

   ⑨ Regarding translation of the Official manuals:

      • Unauthorized translation of the Official Manuals is strictly prohibited.

      • If you are interested in translating the Official Manuals into your language, please contact the Gendai Reiki Healing Association. Translation rights must be transferred to the Gendai Reiki Healing Associations with (or without) compensation determined in accordance with provisions after the translation is done.

      • The Gendai Reiki Healing Association set a standard for a translator and proofreaders.

      • For languages currently being translated, please refer to the Gendai Reiki healing
A Gendai Reiki master must add a serial number provided by the Gendai Reiki Healing Association on the back of each Official Manual after a purchase. A serial number is an identification number of each manual purchased in order to avoid illegal photocopying and to manage Gendai Reiki masters.

Shipment of the Official Manuals may take up to 4 weeks depending on a location. It is recommended to keep a few copies on hand in case of an urgent class.

The Official Manuals are provided for Gendai Reiki masters who teach Gendai Reiki correctly. The Gendai Reiki Healing Association will stop providing the Official Manuals to the masters who have violated the Common Standards. Moreover, classes and seminars held violating the Common Standards and the guidelines are not considered Gendai Reiki Ho even if the latest Official Manuals are used.

2) Gendai Reiki Ho Seminars

Do not change the Gendai Reiki Ho attunement methods. Each Gendai Reiki Ho attunement contains philosophy and conscious vibrations of Mikao Usui Sensei. Adding any other thoughts, philosophy and symbols from other types of Reiki result in losing the purity of the energy. Pay special attention to the first attunement in Level I since it will build an important foundation for all the attunements in the advanced levels.

Do not disclose the Gendai Reiki Ho attunements and Reiju other than your trainees. Do not teach the attunements and the Reiju to those who have not attained the master level. They must be taught at the seminar with all the necessary information.

The attunements must be given face-to-face. In the Japanese Original Usui Reiki System, Reiki begins with a hand-placement treatment with a goal of reaching Anshin Ritsumei through spiritual enhancement. Distant attunement does not belong to Mikao Usui Sensei’s philosophy. We must pass down the pure Reiki energy with Usui Sensei’s philosophy correctly; therefore, Gendai Reiki Ho does not permit distant attunements. Masters who have received distant attunement are not considered Gendai Reiki masters.

The Gendai Reiki Ho Symbols must not be disclosed or shown to those who have not attained the appropriate levels.

A Gendai Reiki Master must give a certificate and a correct energy lineage in writing to your trainee after your seminar. The certificate must state that Gendai Reiki Ho has been taught to the person. The energy lineage must begin with Mikao Usui Sensei and list all the masters to your trainee correctly.

Do not use a confusing expression that may lead to a misunderstanding that Gendai Reiki Ho and Japanese Original Usui Reiki Ryoho are different. For example, avoid listing two titles such as “Usui Reiki Master” and “Gendai Reiki Master”.

3) A name of a Gendai Reiki Ho school or a group

A Gendai Reiki master may decide a school or a group name on his/her own responsibility. If using a country or region name on the school or group name, a master must obtain agreement from all other schools and groups in the same area.

4) The Common Standards shall be revised as needed.